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Intent on continuing his plan to conquer the universe and replicate the Time War, the Master traversed the universe in a TARDIS to collect all Time War technology, until he was stopped by the Eighth Doctor. However, the War Master survived, absorbing the rest of the Matrix energy the two TARDISes had been generating.
Using this new powers, the War Master took the bodies of Donna Noble and Vicki, and fused the memories of them into the body of his alternate persona. His alternate body became aware of him having plans to remain the Doctor's most deadly enemy, and having no true place in the universe. The War Master then

absorbed the abilities of every living creature on Earth. With his new-found power, he used the government's own satellite system to create a global broadcasting network known as the Machine, the purpose of which was to control all people and do as the Master willed. Taking over the Matrix, the War Master broadcast to
every person on Earth that he had reprogrammed his alternate body, and that he was controlling everything. The War Master also began considering his alternate personality (using the initials WJ) as a form of superhuman intellect. Alongside her dying, Missy was hooked up to an Anti-Clone ResurrXion Circuit. She

eventually awoke with a shattered mind and body, and began to regenerate. She continued to prove herself the most dangerous of all incarnations, quickly killing the Doctor and a future version of himself, before absorbing the Doctor's chronobreath. Leaving the frozen body of the 11th incarnation, she stowed away on the
Doctor's TARDIS and stole it. Missy went to the Shattered Data Den and set her first of the Sontarans against the Doctor's Army. She then killed all of them with her newly-regenerated gun and left them all inside their own hell.
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